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Fulton Dresses Up For
Grand Opening Of Events
Fulton did the honors on Wednesday. They honored the hundreds
of visitors to the city who came to attend the mule races in the
afternoon and the horse show at night. Fultonians were dressed
iii their best bib and tucker, too, not only to comrnomorate the "best
dressed event of the season" but to honor the thoroughbred horses
that came to trot, and canter and walk before the more than 3000
Spectators in the grandstands*
and the boxes Wednesday.
visiting horse exhibitor's for the
The horse show was an occas- coveted honors that only
her
ion when a grateful community home town can bestow during a
swelled with pride at the ingenu- horse show Jane you know, has
ity and planning of its civic- completed a tremendously sucminded citizens. When sub-con- cessful tour of the horse show
sciously, but intentionally all circuits, bringing to Fulton the
Fultonians sincerely
thanked honor that comes when a beauFoad Honira and his boys in the teous ambassador goes abroad.
Young Men's Business Club and
When the courtly manner of
James Warren and his buddies in
Ringmaster Charles Gregory was
the American Legion for planin full view as 'he escorted the
ning a fair and horse show and
lovely damsels to the ring to
carrying it through.
present the trophies to the winWhen the rules of good sports- ners. He showed his distinct privmanship came right home at ilege many times during the eveseeing Jane White in the judges's ning as he ushered Misses Nancy
stand instead of competing with Wilson, Cissy Murphey, Barbara
_ _
Homra, Sue Easley,Patsy Merryman and Carmen Pigue to present the awards. They
never
looked so lovely. We never'felt
so proud.

Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, September. 2, 1949

nefficiency and Law Violations Revealed
In County Election, 2 Candidates Charge
Letters To The Editor
Office of the Vice President
Washington
August 29, 1949
Mrs. Johanna Westpheling, chr.
Distinguished Guests Committee
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Let me thank you for your letter of August 15th, inviting me
to attend the West KentuckyTennessee Fair to be held at Fulton from August 3Ist through
September 4th.
I am deeply appreciative of the
honor ot this invitation, but it
will be impossible for me to attend ths Fair, because of other
engagements previously made.
Again thanking you for the
courtesy of your letter, and with
every good wish for a successful
occasion, I am
Sincerely yours,
ALBEN W. BARKLEY .

!
REV. BRYAN BISHOP

No Difference In
Other Races If
Court Rules
What would happen if the
four precincts, charged with irregularities by Harry White
and Elmer Murchison, were
thrown out by the Circuit
Court.
The way the News figures it
out, there would be no difference in.amy of the other races
in the coiinty. Mr. Waterfield would still carry the county in the representative's race
and Turney Davie would still
be the nominee as. sheriff.
There would be no difference
in the County Judge's race or
in the race for county court
clerk. Harry Poynor would still
be the winning candidate in the
jailer's race.
What would happen if the
entire
election
would
be
declared invalid?
That's another question and
one for interesting conversation.

The annual revival meeting of
the Palestine Church will begin
Sunday, September 4. it was announced today. Services will be
conducted by the pastor each day
at 11:00 a m. and 7:30 p.m. The
public is invited to attend.
The first quarterly conference
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Sunday
night for the Water Valley and
Palestine charge by the district
superintendent W. S. Evans of
Paris, Tenn. The conference will
The following is a list of win- he held at Palestine.
ners and their owners in WednesRoss A. Anristrong, manager of
Rev. Bryan Bishop will conduct
day night's Horse Show:
the Interstate Loan Company of- Betty Jean Johnson "
the servioes.
Class 1. Jumpers:
fice on Walnut street, has been Showing Improvement
I. Pegasus, (H. R. Belew).
promoted to manager of tha comThe folks in the Beelerton com2. King Grayson (Belew, Facum)
pany's Russellville office and
BASHFUL. Some people will 3. Hawthorn Lad (Belew, Exum)
will leave next week to assume munity are wearing smiles these
days since the news was reportdo anything to get their names in 4. Smokey (James Exum).
his new position.
the newspaper, while others hes- 5. SunFire (Belew & Exum).
Mr. Armstrong, a native of ed that Betty Jean Johnson, 14year-old daughter of Mr. and
itate to report on their own ac- Class 2. Two-Year Old Walkers:
Hopkinsville, has been manaler
At press time on Thursday
tivities. To make it easier for 1. Big Red (Lennie Blackley).
here for the past twai years. "Ful- Mrs. Carl Johnson was able to
nearly twenty students from
reticent people The
McLean 2. Miss Bachelor (Dick Cox)
ton is a fine town, and I hate to take a few steps' after having
News published this notice: "The 3. Miss Surprise (O. McConnell) kindergarten to the eight grade leave it" he commented to the been confined to her bed with
polio.
nicest courtesy you can show 4. Peggy Thomas (R. I. Cocke) had registered at Saint Edward's News this week.
your guests is to have their visits 5. Midnight Peggy (C. C. Crisp) Catholic Church School, Sister
Betty Jean was stricken with
While
the
Armstrongs
have
Moneta, principal of the school
mentioned in this newspaper. Class 3. Pleasure
lived in Fulton, Mrs. Armstrong the dread disease early this year.
announced today.
The nicest courtesy yOU can show . 1 Crickett (Mrs. Noel Mann).
Her
condition is much improved.
continue has been employed at the South- Betty Jean's address is Kosair
Registration
will
your friends is to let them learn • 2 Red Head (Dr. J. F. Hogan).
ern
Bell
Telephone
Company
ofthrough this week and regof your visit through these pages 3.
Hospital, 982 East
Parkway,
ular classes will begin on Mon- fice here.
whenever you go away. The pub- 4. Lovely Lady (Bud White).
Louisville, Ky. Drop her a card
No
successor
has
yet been and let her know you are
lisher will consider it a courtesy 5. Robin Hood (Sawyer Stables). day. This is the second year that
hapPY
whenever you give us an item of 6. Dolly aunple (Brown Stables) the church has operated a paro- named to replace Mr. Armstrong; about the good news, too.
an
announcement
expeced
the
is
are
that
and
chial school
reports
any kind."
Clams 4. Fine Harness:
the prospects for another suc- first of next week.
1. Ilphies Highland (Paul Raines), cessful...OW owe 'n view.
Suggestion to Ham Ethridge 2. arkinand Banner (Birdsong)
The school accepts students of Ray's Rates Raise
out at the Baseball park press 3. Chester Twigg (Plainview).
all denominations. '
box: Next year how about get- Ctass 5. Junior Tenn. Walking:
Ray's Sandwich Shop on East
Teachers at the school besides
ting a microphone on a long pole 1. Sky Bird (H. S. Alexander). Sister Moneta are Sisters Vincent State Line has been awarded
and dropping it just above the 2. Big Red (Lennie Blackley).
A record attendance of around
South Fulton's first grade "A"
Marie and Celine.
heads of the umpire and who- 3. Queen Quality (Fair Oaks).
restaurant rating, it was an- ninety members of the Fulton
ever is arguing with him, when 4. Merry Boy Tarbaby (Hudgens)
Chamber of Commerce and their
nounced this week.
something conies up. All we can 5. Cricket (Mrs. Noel Mann).
The rating results from an in- guests tram the Chestnut Glade
see from our seat are a lot of Class 6. 3-Gaited Horses:
spection of premises, food hand- community attended a splendid
gestures. and if everybody could I The Freak (Paul Raines).
ling, and facilities by the Ten- dinner last Friday evening at the
hear the words passed, it would 2. The Duke (Billy Goode)
nessee State Board of Health, and community school.
be a lot more fun.
3. Madison Knight (A. Birdsong)
There are plenty of activities is reserved for establishments
The members of the Chestnut
Still better, if v,-e could bury 4. Black Silk (Brown Stables).
for all for this week-end around meeting perfect inspection.
Glade Ladies' Club, under the
one around home plate, we could Class 7. Ponies:
Fulton. Here is a handy calendar
Ray's Sandwich Shop, on the direction of Mrs. R. I. Vaughan,
all hear just v.,hat the batter calls I. Tenn. RaMbler (H. Hopper). of some of them:
Tennessee side, and Smith's Cafe, served a hearty meal of fried
the ump when he calls a high 2. Belle Star (Joe Carter).
Friday afternoon at the Fair- on the Fulton side, are currently chicken 'and country ham, with
one a strike.
3. Robin Hood (Sawyer Stables) grounds:
the only two grade "A" restau- all the trimmings. Mrs. Vaughan
4. Lovely Lady (Bud White).
51000 2-y-ear old trot race.
rant premises here.
was assisted by Mrs. Jim Burke,
In case you didn't see it, last 5. Lulu Belle (Billy Goode).
race.
pace
S1000 24-class
who was in charge of the food,
Saturday's short cloudburst turn- Class 8: Jr. 5-Gaited:
$50 I-mile mule race.
and -Mrs. Roscoe Simpson, who
ed West State Line into a 6-irsch I. September Song (P. Raines).
was in charge of arrangements,
Friday evening. at the Fair.
deep river from the high school 2. Charlie Willis (Ellis Gay).
but, according to Mrs. Vaughan,
all the way in to Lake street. We 3. King's Mistress (E. Clampett). grounds:
"all of the ladies co-operated
Hilbun Graves' and orchestra
saw at least one poor fellow with 4. Belle Star (Joe Carter).
100 percent in the preparations."
his windows down pass a big Class 9: Championship Tennessee in a two-hour revue presentation.
Fulton
County tobacco growFriday evening at Fairfield
Following the meal, the astruck and give everyone in the Walking Stake:
ers
on
a
county
basis will harvest
car, including himself, a sound 1. Sky Bird (H. S. Alexander). Park:
much less tobacco than their semblage was addressed by Warbaseball
Fulton
Clarksville
drenching.
2. Merry Boy's Challenge (Small)
County Marketing Quota Allot- ren Thompson, Hickman Coungame.
3. Chestnut Man (Mrs. Clymer).
ment. This information is a re- ty Agent, who spoke on farm
We see by the papers this week Class 10. Roadster to Bike:
Saturday afternoon, at the sult of the tobacco survey made subjects and provided much interesting and thoughtful inforthat the airplane is predicted to 1. Miss Bachelor, A. W. Lashley) Fairgrounds:
recently as announced by Chas.
mation for both fanners and
replace the tractor soon as the 2. Guy Hanover (Plainview).
S500 fret-for-all trot race, 3- E. Wright, chairman, Fulton
businessmen.
"workhorse" around the farm. Class II. Open 5-Gaited Stake:
County A.C.A. The total county
heats.
Wonder how they will plant 1. Request Perf. (Paul Raines). S500 free-for-all pace race, 3- allocation and acreage to be harBy a vote of the majority of
corn-with a machine gun?
vested for 1949-on various types members present, it was decided
2. My Highland Fancy (Oursler) heats.
$100 ti-mile race for horses of tobacco are as follows.
:
to extend the current series of
3. King's Mistress (E. Clampett)
Our hat is off to John Earle for 4. Chester Twigg (Plainview)
started but not in the money.
County Alloc'ition-Fire-Cured dinner meetings through Septemthe good meeting that the Cham- 5. Baymore's Ace (A. Birdsong)
ber, with the next one scheduled
Saturday evening, at the Fair- 90.0 acres; Air-Cured, 93.1 acres;
ber of Commerce enjoyed last 6. Charlie Willis (Ellis Gay).
for the Harmony Church area.
Burley, 4.4 acres.
grOunds:
Chestnut
week at
Glade, and it
Acreage to be harvested-Fire- John Earle was appointed chairHilbun Graves' orchestra in a
is also tipped to the other chairCured 61.2 acres; Air-Cured, 57.0 man of arrangements.
2-hour revue.
men who have so ably and willSaturday evening will bring to acres; Burley, 1.6 acres.
ingly pitched in and revived the
close the Johnny Denton CarniChamber of Commerce communival. which is playing afternoons
ty meetings again to be big afand nites this week on the Fair fairs. We saw a lot of first-time
Old-time fiddlers from at least
NEW
races out at Chestnut Glade, and; 15 Kentucky counties have quali- ;rounds.
from some of theis. comments, fied to compete for the Kentucky
A
RRIV ALS .
Sunday afternoon, at the Fair
judge that they will turn out Fiddle Championship at the State grounds:
Health officials announced toDEPARTMENT
from now on. There is no better Fair. September 12. Others arc
Midget auto races, with $1000 day the use of a new chemical
or sounder good business-rela- qualifying at county fairs, and,
in purses; 6 races.
called Lindane in the fight ations builder than such affairs by the time the contest is held,
gainst flies that have become at
as these, and, as we have often L Doc Cassady expects a field of Monday, at Fairfield Park:
Mr. and Mrs. James Weldon,
least partially immune to DDT.
remarked before, no better opgame
baseball
Double-header
entrants.
30
to
25
Lindane, awa r time develop- Fulton Route Four, announces
Vortunity to get out and fill up
between Fulton and Union City.
ment, is now available for gen- the birth of a seven pound ten
on some fine cooking. The speakCassady, supervisor of special
eral use to treat walls of barns, ounce girl, Linda Sue, born Tuesers have all been well-chosen, events at the State Fair, said the
Residence
Destroys
Fire
dairies and other out-buildings. day August 30 at Jones Hoapital.
and each evening has proven three top contestants would be
Lindane cannot be used directly
very worthwhile.
eligible to compete in the Na- Of Mrs. Trevathan
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Aielo of
on livestock. It is being used exOne more coming up. Don't tional Fiddle Ccaltaat, set for
the
of undetermined origin perimentally in a limited num- Oelwein, Iowa, announce
miss it!
Friday, September 16, at the Fair
ber of places in Fulton County birth of a seven pound, fifteen
NanMrs.
home
riestroyed
of
the
is
now
worn
crown
by
ClayThe
Sue,
Have yOU ever seen such beau- ton "Pappy" McMichen, who is nie Trevathan at an early hour today. Fred Mortan, entomologist ounce daughter, Barbara
Departrnent
of born Aueust 16. Mrs. Aielo is the
tiful fall weather for a fair as certain to meet some stiff com- Wednesday morning. All clothing of the State
is former Gladys Reid, daughter of
we have had these past two days? petition in the State contest and and possesions of the dwelling Health, reports that "DDT
Mrs. W. R. Reid, formerWe don't know what tricks Foad in his defense of the national ti- on East State Line were demol- much slower in killing the house Rev. and
ished. Included in the tragic loss fly than when it was first used. ly of this city.
Homra and the gang used to get tle.
were the personal belongings of This is the natural result obit,. but coming right on the heels
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith,
Topping the list of fiddlers to Charles and Virgil Trevathan. tained when most individuals in
of a wet. erratic summer, it ought
is popular caddies at the Countra. the fly population are killed off, Dresden, announce the birth of a
champion
the
to bring everyone out of hiding challenge
leaving only the hardier ones to son, Michael Lynn, born Auguii
who Club.
and into Fulton for the entertain- Wayne "Sleepy" Marlin,
27 at the Fulton Hospital.
Charles Trevathan, who wor renroduce."
placed second to McMichen in the
ment. Good work, Foad!
Lindane has been found to be
national at the State Fair ,ast '%-ie coveted eaarly award in the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Smith,
Depending on how last nieht's year. Marlin. won the right to .ecert tournament at the Coun very effective against flies for a
Presden, are the parents of an
baseball grime came out, (this was enter the cootest by takina the •re Club. said that his trophy leriod of about two months. Sevthe eontest was not &- eral other counties in this area eaght pound four ounce girl, born
?,rillitt County Championship in a:ea
--' August 27 at Fulton Hoapital.
will be scenes of later tests.
strayed.
(Continued on page ten)
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LINDANE IS NEW
INSECT KILLER

Looks Like Candidates Ran The Voting Booths,
If Charges Made By Both Murchison
And White Are Proved Accurate
Elmer Murchison, whose re-election to the office of Fulton County- Tax Commissioner is being contested by his opponent,
Harry
White, on the grounds that the voting at Madrid Bend was
improperly conducted, has filed a rebuttal to the charges made by
White. In his petition to the Circuit Court Murchison denies
may
"irregularities" as charged in the voting procedure at Madrid Bend
and specifically counter-charges*
"irregularities" in Hickman Prevotes. The vote at Madrid Bend
cinct No. 11, Hickman Clinton
was 66 in favor of Mr. Murchison.
street and Sassafras Ridge, which
This is the first suit ever filed
precincts were overwhelmingly
in Fulton County wherein counin favor of Harry White. The
ty officers contested the results
vote in the precincts at which
of an election. '
Murchison counter-charged irMr. Murchison's petition
. says
regularities was
as
follows: in
part:
'
Courthouse (Hickman No. 11)
"The defendant. Elmer MurchiWhite 107, Murchison 78, Clinton
son
states
and
charges
street,. White 24'4. Murchison 86;
that the
SaSsafras Ridge, White 122, Mur- court house in the town of Hickman
was
designated
as voting'
chison, 34.
In an eleven-page_petition, the precinct NUrtter 11. He states
and
chargeS
that at said precinct
defendant Mr. Murchison, admits
that the vote in the Madrid Bend free, fair, and secret election
precinct was officially tabulated was not held and could not beas 66 for hinr-and nothing for held for the reason that open votMr. White. Mr. Murchison on the ing was permitted by the elecother hand, denies that the vot- tion officers and that stamps and
ers were told by the election of- stencils were in the windows "of
ficers, Charles Love, and other the hall way of said court house
persons to cast their votes frf where there was no booths anti
no curtains and that the hall way
a
him.
Mr. White in his petition filed and the place of voting in said
ten days ago charged that a free court house was open and that
secret and impartial election was anyone could see and did See the
not conducted at Madrid Bend. marking of the ballots and that
Mr. White was defeated for the the voting place was not in sight
office of tax commissioner by 54 of the election officers and that
the officers of the said electon
located themselves in the north
room of the County Judge's Office, which room is located on
the east side of the ciurt house
in Hickman, Kentucky, and which
room had a door leading into the
Students at the South Fulton
front office of the County Judge's
school will be given an extra
office and a door leading trona
week of vacation this fall, with
the office occupied by the elecschool opening on Monday Seption officers out into a hall way
tember 12 instead of on Separound ten feet wide and the
tember 5 as originally slated.
voter upon receiving the ballot
Mac Burrow, principal, adviaed
ar1d to leave the election officers,
the News that the extra week was
go through a door way into a
needed to complete the new fahall way open north fifteen or
cilities added to the school this
twenty feet, turn right into ansummer.
other hall way election officers,
go through a door way into a halt
way down and there out of the
sight of the election officers did
vote in the presence of divers and
sundry persons. And that some
of the voting ways done in a %viadow in the north side of the hall
Bro. E. W. Stovall, new minis-, way on the
north side of the
ter of the Central Church of court house.
Christ here, will begin his dut"The defendant states that the
ies on Sunday. Mr. Stovall comes
here from Blytheville, Ark., wher north entrance to the court house.
he has served as minister for the is by a door and that the door
way within three or four feet of
past five years.
While in Blytheville, Mr. Stov- the place where the voting was
all conducted a daily gospel ra- done and that people were goingdio program. He. his wife, and and coming in and standing atwo daughters,. Nancy 15 and round and looking at the voters
Roma Carolyn, 2, live at the as they casts their votes. And the.
church parsonage, 704 Walnut defendant states and charges that
at said time and place (nanse
street.
withheld) and (name withheld)
voted at said time and place susd
that each of said voters are actually non-residents of said precinct and had been out of said
precinct a sufficient length of
Good fishing, which was pre- time to disqualify them, and
dicted last week but failed to that the stubs of their ballots
materialize because of continued were 44 and 119, and that arousid
rains, is definitely in sight this said voting place and in the half
and in the windows were partiweek.
sans of the plaintiff and Ulf,
The weekly fishing
report were electioneering' and solicitfrom the State Division of Game ing,
coercing and intimidating
and Fish says that fish should voters at
said time and place to
be biting with vigor within two vote for
the plaintiff, and Haat
or three days, if the rains hold the plaintiff
received 107 vales
off.
and the defendant received only
The fish and game officers re- 78. And that they thereby wills
ported that not all sections in the the connivance of the election ofstate were hit by rains and in ficers and others prevented a
those areas good fishing was ex- free, fair, and secret ballot from
perienced.
being cast.
In streams where the water
"The defendant for rue"- ,nhad cleared, good midweek catch- swer and counter contest •'te*
es were reported with prospects and charges that at the Cl"ston
for better fishing over the week- street voting precinct in the - wit
end. With the cooler weather, of Hickman. Fulton County. Kanlake fishing is on the mend. tucky, that the stubs of
More bass are being caught in from 316 to 227 inclusive 1--0
these bodies of water.
names upon them althouroi
Other types of fish also were ballots were coented fee the
reported taken in greater num- plaintiff and at said time and
bers, with the bream "waking place the various citizens and,)up" at Dale Hollow, and the voters were permitted fii`stand in
crappie at Herrington Lake. At and around and within less than
Kentucky Lake more crappie fifty feet of said voting place ard
are being taken and, while bass to see the abaolute voting and
fishing is better. it is far from marking of the bellots and that
being at best. The same goes for there were no curtains between
the bass at Dale Hollow. Some the voting booths and that the
are being taken on minnows and voters were forced to vote out
deep running bans, but the catch in the open in the presence and
is not great.
sight of various and- sundry penSome of the best fishing spots ple and that the said voting preby districts are: in the first dis- c.inct the plaintiff received 242
trict Kentacky, Hermitite and votes and the defendant onlv 01.
Honkers Lakes, and the Tennes- And that said condition vr-as
Fee, Ohio and Mississippi rivers, permitted to exist and did exist
SPC014 e'StriCt: Carpenter and by the connivance and with thr,
atadisonville Lakes and Green
Mvr?r
(Continue on page five)

SOUTH FULTON
OPENING DELAYED
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GOOD FISHING
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There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
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to help veterans adjust themselves should
remain in force. Bonuses, liowever, are ruled

,ic and social—has been irmiressed OD the people through such events. The effect is salutary.
The Mid-South is pre-eminent in agriculture, partly through the work of state and
district fairs and the hundreds of smaller
shows—vatermelcn and strawberry shows,
beef and,dairy cattle shows, swine shows,
peanut, peach yam and corn shows. Such
events, regardless of their magnitude, stimulate pride in a community.
Contests in cattle and hog raising, in
peach, strawberry, watermelon culture, have
:improved quality. Such benefits are not new.
`The excellence of Persian weaving comes
largely from competitive shows antedating
,A.lexander the Great. Feudal Europe prided
itself on pastoral exhibits from soil and grass.
Incalculable to farm youth in this section
..have been the fat hogs and cattle shows
-sponsored in many Mid-South communities
'These shows have focused regional attention
upon the work of 4-H Club and Future Farmers of America members. Many Mid-South
yotmgsters have gained national fame for
-their skill in livestock raising, gardening,
sewing and homemaking at national 4-H and
F.F.A. meetings.
This brings us to the West KentuckyTennessee Fair now in progress at the Fairgrounds. Reaching the heights in agrarian
expositions, horse shows, auto races and the
like, the fair this year is of special significance.
Many are the hours of strenuous labor
and mental anguish that such folks as Foad
Homra, Carter Olive, Harney Speight, Raymond Stallings and Bob White have put in,
„III their attempt to make the Fulton fair
the huge success that we know it will wind
up being. Of course, an undertaking of this
.size cannot be staged without the backing
and moral support of many firms and individuals, but in any promotion there must be
the workhorses; we are proud to
signally
honor and publicly thank the men above for
_tht prestle they have brought to Fulton in
"sticking it out" to the end.
We sincerely hope that the fair will be. come an annual affair. We want to say again
to the folks of Fulton.

ft;

a stand against bonus legislatioet the American Veterans Committee and
the American Veterans of Wcrld War II strike
a very goodThote in announcing their proposed merger. Veterans feel keenly the force
of arguments that stress the value of ready
cash in their hands. Yet an undetermined
number of ex-servicemen also understand
that their own vast numbers preclude the
safe granting of a general bonus. They, Laider_
stand, too, that a bonus means bureaucratic
organizations to sort out claims and distribute money. Hence taxes, to pay the bonus
money, and to meet the added expenses of
administration. In the long run the taxpayers
(including the veterans) and the nation are
the losers.
The joint statement on the proposed merger issued on August 13 by Harold Keats, national commander of AMVETS, and Gelbert
Harrison. national chairman of AVC, reveals
a keen understanding of the problem:
"We are agreed that veterans of World
War II should have a strong single organization of their own, one which works for the
good of the nation rather than for a specially
privileged group of citizens ... More important, perhaps, we both believe the old-time
"grab philosophy" of the,professional veterans
is a serious economic threat in today's world.
Both organizations hold, of course, that
disabled veterans and the widows and orphans of veterans should continue to receive
government aid. They hold also that benefits

T THE

Water Systen
• WATER SOFTENE1
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

welfare of the nation as a whole and with the
welfare of the veterans as citizens.
Figures quoted by the two organization
heads are significant. There are about 15,fact

000,000 veterans of World Wak II. The

'hat 11,000,000 have joined no veterans' organization can be interpreted, according

to

Mr. Keats and Mr. Harrison, as a sign that
veterans as a group are not out merely for
what they can grab.
—America
0---

Short Week On Railroads
Beginning September 1, the nation's railroad workers will shift from a six-day, fortyeight hour week to a five-day, forty-hour
week. Though no one will begrudge them this
long overdue reform, it does complicate a
competitive problem which has been growing more serious since the war. The trucking
industry, with fifty per cent more 'Carriers
on the road than in 1941, is booming these
days and capturing more and more of the
freight business. The change in the work

D,sif
41111.
paper."
skin
011/013
"I see Ivisss Biguain as oiling use

From The Files:

week is certainly not going to make the rails
more competitive. When the Presidential
Fact-finding Board, set up under the Railway Labor Act, granted the forty-hour week
last winter, it estimated the cost to the railroads at $450 million. It put the cost of the
wage increase, which it granted at the same
time, at $275 million.
Though these estimates have since been
reduced, the Interstate Commerce Commission felt obliged last week to give the railroads a 4 per cent hike in freight rates and
to make permanent the 5.2 per cent interim
increase granted last December. By way of
explanation to shippers, the Commission said
that operating expenses have risen sharply,
partly due to higher labor costs and partly
due to still greater advances in the cost of
'materials and supplies. But it warned the
yalroads to conduct their affairs more economically, since "the downtrend in tonnage
handled by rail and the concurrent uptrend
in traffic moved by highway is too impressive io be ignored." For their own self-interest, if for no other motive, rail labor and
management should get together and see
what they can do about cutting costs and improving efficiency of operations.

—And Frcrrn The Illinois Central
"There will be no impairment of essential public services when the Illinois Central
Railroad makes the change-over to a 40-hour
week," said R. E. Barr, traffic vice-president,
in announcing plans for the handling of traffic when the shorter work week becomes
effective on all railroads September I.
"All traffic offices of the Illinois Central,
both freight and passenger, will be open for
business during the

usual

hours

thiough Friday of each weel,
excehi
holidays"
5

:

1,"
legal

)

HAt most passenger stations, the ticket
,a win
windows and other public service offic,
continue to function seven days a w eek sis
present. The Information-Reserystam
at Chicago will also continu`4. .o operate on a
seven-day basis. Where- '„-fte ticket offices in
small stations are 0,osed, fares rnay be paid
on trains."
Mr, ilarr said that full information with
rer.ard to the handling of carload and lessihan-carload traffic on Saturdays, Sundays
and legal holidays, after September 1, as
well as other information pertaining to shipping or traveling, may be had by communicating with the local agent cr any traffic representative of the railroad.

Men are sometimes accused of pride
merely because their accusers would be
proud themselves if t'ney were in their places.
—Shenstone.
0--

I have been more and more convinced, the
more I think of it, that, in general, pride is
at the bottom of all great mistakes—RuSkin.

A man should riever be ashamed to own
ing in other words that he is wiser today
he has been in the wrong, which is but saythan he was yesterday.—Pope.
a
If a ,man has a right to be proud of anything, it is of a good action done as it ought
to be, 'Without any base interest lurking at
the bottom of it.—Sterne.
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out. Both prefer,that the organized Veterans

.. Nothing Like A Fair
The fair, the carnival, the livestock shows
and expositions have been singularly significant in developing the Mid-South.
Throughout the year in hundreds- of
communities the Mid-South's culture-econom-

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Bach The eloch
September 6, 1929:
Sunday, September lst, was
an epoch-making era in Fulton's
industrial and - agricultural life
as the Swift Produce began operations here. President A. M. Nugent and Secretary J. D. Davis
of the Chamber of Commerce
started operations by dumping
the first can of cream into the
vats.
Personnal is as follows: T. F.
Burns manager; W. P. Ayers, assistant manager; C. H. Waken,
chief clerk; Robert Whitehead,
clerk; Lucille McAlister, stenographer; Marie Duncan, cream
clerk: Grace Reeves, direct shipping clerk.' Fred Lucas, plant
superintendent; E. E. Beein, buttermaker; J. H. Drury, engineer;
E. Purcell, night engineer; H. E.
Barge. churnman; C. C. Howard,
field, Superintendent; H. Stowe.
field Superintendent (Jackson,
Tenn.); A. M. Latta, poultry
packer; H. I-I. Haling* Qick
Hardy and H. B. Colley, poultry
feeders; R. O. Boaz, picking
room foreman; B Thacker, receiving clerk; Maud Hanmel,
cream tester; Jewel Hopkins,
churn helper; E. H. King, pasteurizer and Don Stokes, cream receiving clerk.
Congressman W. V. Gr‘gory
was a viSitor at the Fulton Coun-

The Fulton City COuned. passed an ordinance in which it will
spend $15,000 in additions and
extensions of the local water
works.
Fulton County 4-H Club members won over $300 at the recnt
county fair. Arnong the winners
were Billie McGehee with a total
of $16 for his Poland China pigs;
Jones
12-year-old
and little
Rieves Davie, who won $32 on
his cow and heifer and $22 on
his chickens.
Others include Preston Ferrell,
Brownsville Community, $15;
Elvis McMullion, Brownsville,
$22; Harold Muzzell, Fulton, $9;
Murrell Roper, Sylvan Shade, $9,
C. A. Turner, Jr.. Crutchfield, $32:
Howard Campbell, Cayce, $14:
W. J. Burnette, Fulton, $16; Jchn
A. Russell, Cayce, $9; Craig Roberts, Fulton, $18.
Mr. Amos Wray out on Route
Five "killed the fatted sheep"
last Sunday in honor. of the
homecoming of his daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Thomas from Detroit. All the family came, and
there was a yard full.
Mrs. Dixon at Beelerton, who
was restrained from talking for
a few days, is again able to take
an active part in the Feminine
ranks.

kenigedut Cm Wes eiiiwrch
state revenue coMmissioner. The
following recornmendations in
the booklet may interest readers
of this column:
"Eliminate self assessment and
provide systematic assessments
on sound appraisal principles so
that all taxpayers will be treated'
fairly;
"Provide for more state assistance to local assessors in the
form of technical personnel and
tools, such as maps, manuals,
and record systems;
"Repeal the authority of local
governments to exempt the property of manufacturing concerns
from local taxation for five years
as an inducement to locate in
their jurisdiction;
It strikes me that the simplest.
easiest and fairest method a
equalizing assessments in counties and municipalities would be
to employ a committee of three
appraisers from other counties,
furnish them with tax records of
recent years and all farm maps
available, and have them inspect
every piece of property they are
to pass upon. The appraisers
would be expeaienced realtors,
of course.
The result of such an appraisal
would not be 100 per cent fair,
but it would be miles ahead of
the self-assessment and subsequent rulings of boards of appraisers who know nothing about the property involved.

Holy Spirit, through the instrumentality of Matthew. Mark. Luke,
and John, gives us this short account
of the life among men of the Saviour of the world. Many of His
deeds, much that He said, is left unrecorded. John himself toward the
close of his book notes this, "And
many other signs did Jesus in the
presence of His disciples, which are
not written in this book" (John 20:
30). And, in the last verse he gives
us the reason for the things which
the record does contain. "But these
are written, that ye might believe
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God: and that believing ye aught
have life through His name."
All that men need to know ID
order to be saved ui found in the
Word of Goci. God's deahngs with
men are there set forth. The Book
records His hiw ancl declarea His
will. In reading it the sinner is convicted, the backslider admonished,
the saint comforted. It not only
points the way to heaven. It affords
light and strength and loy to Won
who walk that Way.
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We Handle
Only

ty fair and poultry show this past
week here.

Ewing Gallou:ay:

. the
Irtleififti iF Ely, one of
foiemost political CO°.
noini'Ste; said in a matazino bitremember readmit forty
iCIe
yeir, ago, that there neVer had
betsin a tax law that t;as fair to
sajerybody and there never would
4-,e one. True, of course.
Thomas Jefferson said the power to tax is the pov,:er to destroy, and in recent years people here in Kentucky have been
concerned more about what Jefferson said than about Dr. Ely's
statement. To many people current federal income taxes are
destroying incentive as well as
levelling large incomes down to
bare sustenance for people who
have been living expensively.
But Federal taxes are something
fcr the Congress to handle. Kentuckians can make their wishes
felt in Washington only through
their senators and representatives.
Primarily, we are concerned
about fairer taxes in the State,
in counties, and in municipalities
and it is possible to revamp the
whole tax system.
The Committee for Kentucky
is circulating to members a report on taxation written by Dr.
James W. Martin, University of
Kentucky with a plan of action
by Wilson Wyatt, former Mayor
Louisville Paul G. Blazer, Chairman of Ashland Oil and Refining
Company and H. Clyde Reeves,

The proof of the inspiration of
Scripture may ue wand not only ua
that which the Bible contains but
also in that which is omitted from
the Book. Were the Bible like other
books only the product of the mind
and heart and experiences of human
writers, there would have been
many more details set down. The
human instinct of -curiosity about
people and places and events would
have been by human authors more
fully satisfied. The record would
have been embellished and colored
and dramatized.
Take for example, the Gospels.
They contain the account of the life
of our Lord upon earth. The four
books together would make a very
small volume, not more than can be
read quite easily in a few hours'
tizne. They deal with the greatest
personality ever to appear on the
stage of history. They are the record of His life, His ministry. His
dramatic and tragic death, the stupendous miracle of His resurrecuon.
Modern biographers write hundreds
of pages about relatively unimpornun men and women, but God. the
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MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
4-• Fulton, Kentucky
DLTRING JULY, AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
'THE SECOND and FOURTH
MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY, 7:30 P. M.
NEW LOCATION OF 5100SE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

I PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
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Fulton, Kentucky
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Licensed Funeral
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Letters To The Editors
Conunenweaith of Kentucky
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER
Frank fort
August 27. 1949
Mrs. Jc. hanna Westpheling
Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Because Governor, Clements
has spent .most of the week away
from the office, I take the liber-

ty of acicnowledging your kind
letter to him. The dates of the
West Kentucky-Tennessee Fair
have been noted for some time
on his appointment book, and I
know he is going to make every
effort to get to the Fair on one
of the clays it is in progress.
With every good wish,
Sincerely yours,
CATTIE LOU MILLER,
Secretary

0,, A. ROLAN
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
0 1949, TIN Cme-Colo Compeer,

2031 Jefferson
Paducah, Kentuck
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Water Systems

Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Bettie Williams spent last!
week in Mayfield with Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Williams.
The usual fourth Sunday ServIces were held at Old Bethel Sunday. The Saturday services were
called off because of the condition of Mrs. Elta Bennett, who
lives close to the church.
Little Ronnie Williams, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dean Williams, has been,taken to the hospital in Louisville. He has polio
and is said to be in a critical
condition. Both legs and one arm
are paralized. We hope he will
soon be better.

KY. FAIR SHOWS
ARE COMBINED

Attention Fanners:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE

Kentucky State Fair Manager
George E. Lambert announced toIn Sanitary Trucks
day that tbe Blue Grass Hereford Show would be consolidated
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
with the 1949 Kentucky State
Fair Beef Cattle Show.
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.
H. E. GRIGGS
Lambert said that the move
was expected to bring approxiPhone 1199-R--Fulton Hiway
mately 100 more entries to the
Union City, Tenn.
combined events. Previously, the
Blue Grass Show was held at
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.
Lexington. The State Fair is to
be at Louisville September 11
through 17.
Veterinary Service
The quarterly meeting was
Combining the two exhibits
held at Mt. Moriah Church SunDay or Night
brought added prize money and
day with several attending.
boosted the total amount to $5,600
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
Phone 807-R
with the Kentucky State Fair
and Larry attended the show in
contributing $1,575., the Blue
Or Call 70
Fulton, Sunday.
Grass Hereford Show $1,425, the
Dr.H.W.Connaughton American Hereford Association
MRS. F. F. GLISSON
$3,000, and other sponsors.
Graduate Veterinarian
services were held at
Funeral
The added prize money in the
CRAMP—Dr. H. L. Donovan, president of the University of
Located on Martin-Fulton
Hereford division brings the WRCTER'S shown above signing one of the 1.900 diplonuts awarded 3 last Friday at Walnut Grove
is
Kentucky.
total prizes in the beef cattle di- this year to U. K. graduates. President Donovan signed 1.270 for the Baptist Church, southeast of
Highway.
vision to more than $10,000, in- June cotrunencement, 533 more for the August commencement, a totad Kenton, for Mrs. F. F. Glisson,
Fairward, He
cluding spe.cial sponsored classes of 1,803. In 1949 alone, Dr. Donovan luta slimed 758 more diplomas who died Thursday morning at
CO us"
.1S
rich Kentucky pastures, from
and $6,300 contributed by the than did Dr. James IC- Patterson In his 42 years as oraddent of U. K.
the home of'a son in Memphis.
From
1-11"'
The services were concluded
State Fair. Prizes are offered by
Her gardens, barns, and fields
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Shortand
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Mr. M. T. Cannon visited his
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Phone 693
Contract Funeral Home for, aad Member of:
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS daughter, Mrs. Doil Phillips and
Kentucky Fluieral Directors' Burial Association, Ina.
Sealed bids will be received tiV Mr. Phillips last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Clifton ,
the Department of Highways at
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, have a new baby daughter Mrs
until 10:00 A. M. Central Stand•
a
ard Time on the 9th day of September, 1949, at iNhich time bids
will be publicly opened and read
for the improvement of:
WE MAKE
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-387
YOUR
Hampton Road from the Hickman County line to US 51, 1.617
OLD RADIO
miles. Reconstruction and traffic
SING
bound surface.
The attention of prospective
LIKE NEW
bidder's is called to the prequalification requirements and necessity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
covering subletting or assigning
the contract and the DepartA Sound Investment
ment's regulation which prohibits the issuance of proposals after
Your're investing in a lot of
4:30 P. M. on the day preceding
listening pleasure when 'you
the opening of bids.
let CITY ELECTRIC
reNOTE: A PURCHASE
pair your radio. We replace
big Buick straight-eight engine?
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TEN-STRIKE!
OLKS take a look at those bumperworn-out parts and make all
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
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necessary adjtv.tments—at a
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REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMdllaly Smirk SPECIAL Isms
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with coil springing, extra-wide rims,
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against "locking horns"—and say
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Well,sir, the news is good. Plenty goocL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
205 Commercial Ave- Frankfort, Kentucky
They eye-measure windshields that are
HIGH-PRESSURE FIREBALL STRAIGHT-BGHT
Because this honey's priced well under
August 19, 1949.
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more area — and know without being
told they can see the road up closer,
both fore and aft.
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DOES

Loss of Hearing
Rob You
OF SUCCESS and HAPPINESS?
Here's new hope for the hard of hearing.
Thousands have discovered that a
Beltone hearing aid restores them to
normal business and social life... helps
them hear clearly again without strain.
The tiny one-unit Beltone is so easy to
wear. No separate battery pack. No
dangling battery wires. Unsurpassed for
power and clarity,

So they say —"That's for me—IFt
"What does it cost me to get this handysized dandy with the roomiest interiors
ever found on a Buick Special?
"What do I pay for high-compression,
high-pressure Fireball power from a

your expectations. It's a straight-eight
that's priced under a lot of sixes—over
the years your investment will be no
more than for any other car..
So better not stop with lookin*. Better
price it too — delivered at your door.
Your Buick dealer will give you the
figures, even demonstrate.
After which you'll do as others are doing
—you'll get a firm order in-

AROUND • LOW-PRESSURE TIRES ON
SAFETY-RIDE RVAS • GREATER visununr
FORE AND AFT • SELF-LOCKING WGGAGE
STEADY-RIDING TORQUE-TUBE
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No Button in the Ear
Ilide your deafness with the new
Beltone Phantomold. People
won't notice you wear a hearing
aid. Come in, phone or mail coupon today for FREE booklet that
tells all the amazing facts.

MONO-PAC
One-Unit Hearing Aid

0 A. ROLAND
21)31 Jefferson
'Paducah, Kentucky
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RELTONE HEARING SERVICE
DEI'T. F,
Box 727, Paducah, Kentucky
Please send me in a oleic wrapper. without obligation, your FREE booklet thin tells hove to overcome.• hearing loss and enrol, new success and
hanomeskName
Address
State
Town

inn. in

HENRY J. TAYLOR.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-228 Fourth Sireet

Fulton, Kentucky
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THESE WOMEN!

Tke Woman's Page
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PBONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor.

,
'MRS. MISCHKE
COMPLIMENTED
WITH SUPPER
Mrs. W. E. Mischke was complimented by the teachers and
workers of the Children's Division of the First Methodist Church
with a lovely pot luck supper
Tuesday night in the dining room
of the church.
A tempting supper was served
to the guests seated at a beautifully appointed table centered
with attractive arrangements of
glowing
summer flowers and
tapers. A beautiful corsage of
dark red gladoli marked the honoree's place.
Mrs. Howard Edwards presented Mrs. Mischke with a beautiful
sterling silver pitcher, a gift from
the Children's Division. Each
guest was asked to sign their
narne on a card that was given to
Mrs. Mischke. Thirty six guests
were present.

By d'Alessio

Treas. Mrs. Cii;.rl, s Thomas
MorMrs. Jack Carter and Mrs.
gan Omar, Jr.

LADIES AID
MEETS MONDAY
AT CHVRCII
The Ildies Aid Society of the
Cumberlipd Presbyterian Church
the
met .141(AMy afternoon at
chuikb.
Mrs.,J. W. Lawrence, chairman,
called the meeting to order and
presided over the business session.:
Mrs. Joe Brown gave the devotional followed by prayer given by Mrs. E. Reub.
The minutes of the last meeting were read by the secretary,
Mrs. Fred .Sawyer. Mrs. J. H.
Coulter dismissed the meeting
with prayer.
•
MISCHKE FAMILY
HONORED WITH
PICNIC SUPPER
MRS. FRED HOMRA
Rev. W. E. Mischke and family
night
FETES VISITORS
were honored Monday
WITH BRIDGE
with a picnic supper at the CounMrs. Fred Homra compliment- try Club given by the Sunday
ed Mrs. Jack Snow of LeNngton, School of the First Methodist
Mrs. Hugh Mac McClellan of In- Church.
dependence, Mo., Mrs. K. P. DalA delectable supped was servton, Jr., of Houston. Texas ald ed at 6:30 to about 125 members
Murray,
of
Mrs. Richard Rose
of the Sunday School.
Ky., at bridge Tuesday evening
The Adult Department presentstreet.
Norman
on
at her home
ed lovely gifts to Rev. and Mrs.
emoywere
contract
of
Games
Mischke. Walter Mischke received during the evening, Mrs. Jas- ed a gift from the Young Peoper Vowel] received high score ple's Department and Mary Elprize and Mrs. Joe Treas second len was given a gift from the
high.
Children's Department.
•
At the close of the games the
plate.
party
a
served
hostess
MRS. ROY TAYLOR
The guest list included: Mrs. HONORED WITH
Snow, Mrs. McClellan, Mrs. Dal- BABY SHOWER
ton, Mrs. Rose, Mrs. Vowell, Mrs.
Mrs. John Taylor and Mrs. Cecil Taylor were hostesses to a
pink and blue shower Friday
August 26 at the home of Mrs.
John Taylor northwest of town
in honor of Mrs. Roy Milton Taylor.
M-S-1664
The pink and blue theme was
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"Good

Heavens, Miss! VVhat are YOU doing
bere—shmuning?"

in Water Valley, Ky.
carried out in the decorations to her home
atter a visit with her daughter,
and refreshments.
Brady and family.
On arriving the honoree was Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Frank Brady and Mrs.
presented a beautiful corsage of
Godfrey of Lexington
orchid astors centered with tube- Patton
McKenzie.
in
Tuesday
spent
d
conducte
were
Contests
roses.
_
Tenn.
NiMrs.
with
Luten
Joe
by Mrs.
Miss Sarah Powers of Washingna Arrington and Mrs. Roy Tay. is the guest of her parlor winning the prizes. They pre- ton, D. C
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Powers
sented them to the honors.
Monroe Bellew, Patsy Atte- on Eddings street.
Mrs. J. E. Hannephin is visit- '
berry, Glenn Howell and Elaine
in Memphis this week.,
Bellew drawing two pink and relatives
Mrs. W. D. Holloway has re-1
blue decorated wagons, presentturned from a visit to relatives,'
ed the gifts to the honoree.
n, Tenn.
A lovely party plate with iced in Covingto
Mrs. J. B Covington has re-!
drinks was served to the followhome in Halls, I
ing guests: Mesdames D. F. turned to he,r
a short visit to her I
Smick, Bill Barham, Ethel Atte- Tenn., after
on and family
berry, Lee Roper, Glelen Howell, son, John Covingt
.
Lena Jackson, Mary Bellew, Bill on Second street.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore KramLusk. Edd Lusk, Clyde Corum,
Mayme Bellew, Mildred Luten. er spent Saturday in Memphis on
Nina Arrington, Joe Luten Nina business. .
Corum, E. E. Kimes, Roy D. TayMiss Katherine Lowe who is a
lor, Eugene Lusk, Mag Taylor patient in the Fulton Hospital is I
and Miss Jo Taylor.
slowly improving.
Those sending gifts but not
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hill and
attending were: Mesdames Doris son. Freddy, have moved from
Champion, Harvey Taylor, Clem Jackson street to their new home
Atwell, John A. Russell, E. W. in the Country Club Court.
Arnick, Wade Brown, Arthur
Mrs. Virgil Carpes is visiting
Fields, Nick Bates and Miss El- her mother, Mrs. Warren in Pa- ,
la B. Taylor.
ducah.
Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Mischke,
DGE
MRS. BALDRI
Walter and Mary Ellen left
CLUB
ENTERTAINS
Thursday for Paducah to make
TUESDAY AFTERNOON
their home.
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge entertainMrs. Elizabeth Osgood spEgit
ed the members of her bridge the weekend with Dr. and Mrs.
club and one guest, Mrs. C. C J. E. Moore and family in NashMaxfield. Tuesday afternoon at ville, Tenn.
her home on Fourth street.
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Ann
Games of contract were en- and Max and Miss Ann Latta are
.s. spending a week in Biloxi, Miss.
joyed during the afternoon. Mi
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Kendall of
M. C. Nall was high scorer for
Albany. N. Y. are the guests of
the afternoon.
WilAt the conclusion of the games their daughter, Mrs. J. E.
James and
the hostess served a sandwich liams and Mrs. George
plate. Members attending were: family.
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Jeta of KanMesdames Nall, R. C. Pickeririg,
the guests of
V. L. Freeman, L. O. Carter, Ate sas City, Mo., are
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Knighton on
Jolley, Clanton Meacham.
Third street. Mrs. Jeta is the
former Emma Wall Brown of
Fulton.
Mrs. J. L. Hornbeak is ill at
her home on Carr street.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Evans have
returned •from a two weeks visit have returned from a business
with their son, Dr. Ben P. Evans trip to Nashville.
Mrs. J. E. Williams and Jimand family in Water Valley, Miss.
a
Mrs. S. P. Moore has returned my James have returned from
from a weekend visit to Mrs. C. five weeks visit in Albany, N.Y.,
and Dayton. Ohio.
S. Moore in Nashville.
Mrs. O. H. McFarlin has reMiss Ophelia Moore has returned to her home in Nashville turned to her home in Memphis
Hutafter a visit with Mrs. S. P. after a. visit with Mrs. Jim
Moore on Eddings street. Miss cherson on Arch street.
Mrs. Hubert Vaughan has reMoore was enroute from a trip
turned from a visit to relatives
to New York.
Mrs. Richard Rose of Murray in Martin.
Mrs., Paul DeMyer and daughvisited friends in Fulton this
ter. Paula, Mrs'. R. E. Hyland and
week.
Mary
Mr§. J. T. Robey has returned daughter, Jean. and Misses

Are you a Cleaner Changer?
<
or an OK Regular

PRIDE OF THE
YANKEES
Added Cartoon
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
Double Feature
OLIVIA De HAV1LLAND
LEON GENN

Town Topics

web

Rids coat-dress feat
for half-aim*

No need to be constantly searching for a reliable cleaner ... no need
to risk the headaches of

We pride ourselres on giving
erery job individual attention.

haphazard cleaning!

Know the joy of dependable service. Our
50 years of experience
is your guarantee of
real "cleaner satisfaction!

"HANDLE WITH CARE" is the by-word in our.
-FILTERED AIR" PROCESS!
d
'Handle with care"... that's the'important part of our filtereus
precio
your
that
nce
assura
your
that's
and
.
.
.
s
air proces
wearables will be carefulry cleaned and pressed to your complete satisfaction.

OK LAUNDRY

Sayleite's version of ti
coat-drew conceal. it
toe-down irons betw
iris HT....Sleekly lolie
tiebitired gabardine.
llossehml 'with button
kirk trim. Perfeei dr
wear moat anywhere
inte r.
wow inao
&rife, forest green, NM
Sabra 16%-24%.

HICKMA
ELEC

AND SANITONE CLEANERS
Telephone 130

NEW low-cost HEATER gives
MORE HEAT with LESS OIL!
VUOTHERM
ROYAL HEATER

Cash in Ba
Gen(
Sp(c
Amc
Current S(
Material S
Materials
Prepaid It
Total Elec
Estim.
Net V

Long Tern
(Pa]
Current L
Capital (ii
Earned Su

with

Power-Air Blower

O OBRIE11,7:::
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0.,,...RAOUL WALSH
,
I. WA GDR /IV 8.• 40brA

5.1.0 P.
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Power-Air Saves up to 25%

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
NO MAN
EVER
HELD MORE
TERRIBLE
POWER
OVER
WOMEN!

AAND
MILR1,Y

in

SNAKE PIT

Ful

CLASSIC GABARI

Cartoon and Fox News
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
GARY COOPER

312 Lake St.

gieccull FLUFFY MACARONI PLUS

/ 7

0
40,00
mamma mosso 004;

COILMABiA
•K1110(5

K. HOMN

MINUTEs
Jar
COOKS IN ANO-CHEESE
moot'

•

Double Feature

DALE EVANS
..ES11101 111111611/

Meacham on West
and Mrs. Carey Fields1 Mrs. Clanton
Ann Hill and Carolyn Roberts ents, Mr.
Line.
State
street.
Walnut
.spent the weekend at Mammoth on
Mr. anti Mrs. Mike Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. John Noffel are and son, Mike, Jr., have returned
Cave.
with
Jim
weeks
Mrs.
spending several
Mrs. Dick Bard and
Paducah after a
and to thcir home in
Hutcherson have returned. fromi their sun, Shawnie Noffel
visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mo.
.
ville,
Memphis
Portages
in
in
family
a visit with friends
Claude Linton in Highlands.
Miss Charlene Martin has reMrs. Leonard Holland has been
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Homra and
Ky.
.
Cadiz,
Hospital
in
home
- turned to her
dismissed from Haws
of Steele, Mo., spent
children
Fulin
Keizer
friendS
F.
with
John
visit
after a
Mr and Mrs.
Sunday with her brother Foad
were
Tenn.,
IVIllan,
tcin.
and son of
other relatives.
r ro,,ther, iimnra and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pfeiffer Sundziv gut .s f
•.
of Wichita, Kan., have returned
home after a visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lon Pickle on
Central avenue.
Mr. ahd Mrs. Robert Graham
visited relatives in Martin and
Dresden Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Dalton, Jr
have returned to their home in
Houston, Texas after ts visit with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. F
Dalton on Green street.
Misses Barbara Homra and
Shirley Houston spent Saturday
.
in Memphis.
Dr and Mrs. F. D. Phillips and
son, Tommy and Jimmy Whitnel
spent Sunday at Mammoth Cace.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones were
the weekend guests of her sister, Mrs. C. F. Henderson and
SUPERB CHEESE FLAVOR OF
family in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Fields and
KRAFT GRATED
daughter, Karen of east of town
were Sunday guests of his par-

Friday, Septembt

•ALMS14

plus
HEDY LAMARR
ROBERT CUMMINGS

GEORGE MAGREADY • FRED CLARK

LET'S LIVE A LITTLE

Cartoon and Fox News

1••••••••
••••••
DON BOUM • JOHN FARROW

September is the signal for school
bells ... and for a shopping trip to
the Budget Shop for all clothing
needs. We are brimming with goodquality, nationally-advertised wear.
Come in ... today!
Togs for boys and girls 5 to 14

THE BUDGET SHOP
204 Lake St.

Funnel

Here's a genuine, full-size Duo-Therm
a circulating heater that's BIG in everything
but price. Just look at these features:
1. Powor-Air Blower keeps more warm aie
in circulation, gives uniform toor-toceiling heat. Saves up to 25% on fuel oil
by actual test! Only Duo-Therm hu itl
2. Duo-Themes Exclusive Burner mixes just
the right arnounts of air and fuel oil for
dean, efficient hest. You get more bom
from *very dr* o/
3. A Special Waste-Stoppor is built right
in! This fuel saver helps keep the heat

from flying up the flue—transfers more
heat into your home.
4. Plover Tip Conirol Died gives you workless, dircless heat at the turn of a dial.
You can adjust the heat to meet your
exact needs.
Yon get all these famous Duo-Therm per.
formance fixtures with the Duo-Therm
Royal. You get them for very few dollars!
Come in and Se! IIII now and solve VOW'
beating problems for pears to come. Conirenient credit tau be arranged to salt yule
budget.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.

I, Harol
Rural Eh
that the f(
port of th
1949.

State of I
County of
I ,F. T.
State afoi

sented t,o
to before

My Con-irr

Friday, September 2, 1949

K. HOMRA
Lake st.

ruftion

The Fulton Couhty News, Veulton, Kentucky

ed. And that the election officers r,
PERSONA.LS
Mr. arid Mrs. Harry Fields De- permitted as many as two perzonia and sons have returre to snn.s at a time to be in the voting
their home in Memphis after a booth and mark and stamp baltwo weeks visit with his mother, lots in their presence and in the
Mrs. Bess Dezonia and other rel- presence of each other.
The defendant for further anatives in Fulton.
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Naefeh have swer and counter claim states
returned to their home in Tulsa, and charges that at the Sassascif
Okla., after a visit with relatives fres Ridge voting precinct
Fulton County, Kentucky, th(
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson, voters of said precinct voted it,
Mrs. Howard Strange and (lau- a school house building and there
ghter, Ann, spent the weekend in were no booths and the voterwere permitted to vote on tops
St. Louis.
of desks in the presence an !
Misses Adele and Amaline
sight of. the officers of said elecHumra, K. Homra and David
tion and that great, numbers of
Homra have returned from a
partisians of the plaintiff were
business trip in -St. Louis.
in said school house at the time
Miss Barbara Roberts is spendof the voting and within fifty
ing her vacation in Asheville,
feet of the voting precinct and
North Carolina.
within three to five feet of the
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Crook also
election officers and within one
were guests of Mrs. Craddock
foot and over the benches where
last week enroute from Seattle,
the voters cast their votes. And
Wash., to their home in Meridian,'
that the.partisians of the plaintMiss.
iff were permitted to and did
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Riley of I
with the full knowledge and conRacine, Wis., are the gracious I
of the election officers at
sent
house guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
said time and place, solicit votes
H. McDaniel and Susan.
and to watch the marking of the
Bonnie and Dale Cummings ballots and to demand and insist
are enjoying the National Cele- voters to mark their ballots for
bration at Shelbysville, Tenn., the plaintiff and thereby a free,
this week.
fair, and secret election was prevented at said voting precinct,
and at said place the plaintiff reIneffeciency and Law
ceived 12 votes and the defendant
(Continued from page one)
only 34..
"Now the defendant states and •
full knowledge and consent of
•
the election officers at said time charges That by reason of the
officeis ilisk
and place thereby a free, fair, conduct ot said election
and secret election was prevent- and connivance with various and
I ,e

v

I iv we

FREE 5x7 PORTRAIT

mob
CLASSIC GABARDINE

MEN 60 YEARS OR OLDER

midi coat-dress features
for half-sizes
Stayirite's version of the new
root-arena conceals its hutton-down front beneath a
trim fley,Sleekly tailored of
Ilebillized gabardine. lightly
touched with button - and •
tuck trim. Perfeet dress to
wear most anywhere from
1110.W 111340 winter. Perrin
beige, forest green,;maroon.

No strings attached! This is a -Get Acquainted"'
offer for a LIMITED TIME only.
No Appointment Necessary.

DENNY'S STUDIO
Phone 89

Fulton, Ky.

(Across from the Telephone office)
2.
/
2-241
/
Site@ l61

$10.95

6,

61

v't 61"//IV/ 6v; trilivi Aro 11 lit I it t Iv, 6, i
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HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES RURAL
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORP.
Financial Report
June 30, 1949
— Assets —
Cash in Banks
General Fund
Spichil Construction Fund
Amortization Fund
Current Sold to Members
Material Sold Contractor
Materials and Supplies on hand
Prepaid Insurance
Total Eiectric Plant____ ____$778,238.00
Estimated Depreciation__ 103,634f34

__ $12,167.66
82,621.40
14,870.25
10,086.06
25,901.70
16,577.M
1,550.24

out oorsmen

son the number of gunning days and three out of seven states selit season in the Paay
teedn,a wsp
is cut.
ifi
Of the 17 states in the Atlantic clec
fly waY, only five have establishA split seasons. None of the 14
how to make paper
.ates in the Mississippi fly way Man learned
by watching the wt-sp.
nt for the split deal. Four out .from
; 10 states in the Central fly ' Benjaiiiin Frankiin invented
ay found a split season the best, one kind of wood-burnig stove.

By JIM MITCHELL
he 1949 waterfowl hunting
regulations have been officially
,,cin the federal book now for a
"hicinth, so I thought I'd ask a ques
tion. What do vou think of the
,41 new gunning co.de?
I've talked to a hundred or so
gunners since the season was set
and a least 90 per cent of the boys
seem thankful Dor the extra days
of hunting. The other 10 per cent
as usual, are gripping about not
getting more shooting days and
a larger bag limit.
Frankly, I think the federal
tioys were quite liberal in upping
the length of the season. And
. I know that many hunters appreciate the longer gunning period
even if the bag limit is the same
. as last year. In fact, at public
waterfowl meetings prior to setting the seasons, mcire persons
voiced opinions in favor of a
longer season and the same bag
limit. That probably somewhat
influenced the regulations.
There are some rather interesting sidelights on the new regulations. For instance, most states
have elected to have a continuous
season rather than a split one. Of
course, by selecting a split sea-

0429v0,Olt Aft-'097-':
FoR 04/ae
with Sie—gler 5-way automatic furnace type oil heater' 7
Before you buy
any oil heater...
open the door
and look inside!
ONLY IN SiEGLER
WILL YOU FIND THE

11110111.1111E

Tt,c Fontaine sisters, B e a,,
Marge, and Jerry are the vocal
trio heard on WI.B NtIt's weekday "Suave Club" programs at
7 p.m., EST.
sundry persons and the intimidation of voters, the electioneering
within fifty feet of said voting
place and the voting out in the
open, the voting on tops of school
desks and the permitting of
legal voters who were non residents of the precinct to vote, a
free, fair impartial, and secret!
voting was prevented and that
as he believes the precinct located at the court house in the town
of Hickman, that the Clinton
street precinct located in Hickman. Kentucky and the Sassafras Ridge precinct and all the
be
votes cast therein should
thrown out and that it should be
held and adjudged that no free,
fair, or secret voting was held
at the precincts in the court
hous,e, the Clinton street precinct or the Sassasfras Bridge
precinct.
"WHEREFORE, this defendant
prays that the petition of the
plaintiff be dismissed and he
prays that all of the votes cast
at the voting precincts located in
the court house in the town of
Hickman, Kentucky, and all the
votes cast in the Clinton street
precinct and all the votes cast
at the Sassasfras Ridge precinct
be thrown out and that they be
taken to be null and void and
that it be adjudged that at these
three precincts that no free. fair
and secret election was held. He
prays that the votes of persons
voting under other. names.- than
their own, be thrown out and
taken to be illegal votes and he
prays for the costs of this action
and that he be adjudged the duly,
illegal and regularly Democratic
nominee for the office of Tax
Commissioner of Fulton County,
Kentucky. and he prays for all
proper relief."

THE HEATER WITH
THE HEAT TUBES1
Double the hafting
surface... doLkle the
heot forced from
every drop of oll

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
oil Realer
II youi Seiler
sod holdoesn't Olive more
Atet Iten
ler Met OVIII the
Melee
.
toy conersble sue
Wee.
ieprcests tes8e
.
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Special Cakes For
Special Events
UNDERWOOD'S, your home
town, dependable bakery, is
ready at short notice to provide that special cake for that
special occasim Put in your
order no v for a wedding,
birthday or party cake . . .
and we'll do the rest.

FREE BUILT-IN
SIEGLERMAYlC DRAFT

,/V TE
/411

FULTON HARDWARE
61 FURNITURE CO.

BAKERY
Phone 126

The Refrigerator MOST Women Want MOST!
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

44e-4a-toil
•

•
: For Wood, Cement
• and Concrete Floors ••

Provides

EIGHT
Cubic Feet of

674,605.16
$838,379.47

Refrigerated
Storage Space

$805,444.32

*

In The Floor

10,348.38
102,573.56
79,986.79

Space Formerly
Occupied by
SIX

I, Harold Everett, Manager of the Hickman-Fulton Counties
Rural Electric Cobperative Corporation, do hereby certify
that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of the Annual Report of this Cooperative for the Fiscal year, ending June 30,
1949.
HAROLD EVERETT, Manager
State of Kentucky
County of Fulton
I ,F. T. Randle, Notary Public in and for the County and
State aforesaid, do hereby certify that said report was presented to me in my County and State and subscribed and sworn
to before me by Harold Everett, Manager of said Corporation.
F. T. RANDLE,M.C., Fulton, Ky.,
Notary Public
Seal

Model NB-8, $229.9g

It's easy to make your Aoors look
111e now wills Plotted*, the towels,
•lastic, w•or-resIstant Floor
Enamel. You'll Ilk• the woy
eyries, the way It looks and bed
of all the way It lasts. Comes In
9i:tumble colors. Nods and White.

$5.11 Gal.
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY
210 Church St.

a

Phone 1

208 Lake St.

Fulton

$838,379.47

My Commission Expires Dec. 31, 1949.

Al/TOMAT/C

NEATENS

UNDERWOOD
207 Commercial

You get everything you've ever wanted
in * oil heater wnen you get a Siegler!
YOff get appearance, compactness, fum
race-volume full-house heating! lt circulates heat off the top...radiates beet off
ades, front and back! It floods heat,
ankle-high over the floors. And,
to the new, patented Sieglermatic=
...you get constant, uniform heatIConimre Siegler with any oil beater ... regardless of make or price les sturdier
... it's porcelain-finished ... it 646 the
exclusive"Two-ln-One Heatmaker—an
extra Tubular heater inside!

hear mole east let YAW
...In kilt -mama WI
01'•
"WI 17-- .
efiNi_xtra.

•

Net Value

— Liabilities —
Long Term Debt—REA
(Paid this year $23,767.22)
Current Liabilities
Capital (including Memberships)
Earned Surplus (* indicates red figure)

6..

Page 5

Phone 909

PAYMENTS $2 WK.
Model NB-8, $229.95

•
-In" Refrig'Sealed
Plus GE's famous
Two MilThan
More
...
Systern
erating
lion Have Bee*In Use 10 Years or Longer!
1
Plus g*Ive Convenience features ingineered for Greater Economy of Space,
Maximum Storage Space in the Small
Kitchen!

Fulton Hdw. & Furn. Co.
208 Lake Street ,

,

Phone

Friday, September 2, 1949

Kentucky
The Fulton County News. Fulton.
Fishing Gonditions In Fulton Area

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING

most modern
We have two of the largest and ble.
Clipper cleaners availa

I a•ahh,
I HOUSEKEEPING/4

1

jki
•s'

Kentucky Lake at Paris—Watfair.
er clear but prospects only
ExStripes hitting fair to good
some
perienced fishermen taking
fishlarge-mouth bass. Crappie
ing reported poor.
Kentucky Lake at Parsons—
Water dingy to muddy. Bass hittat
ing plugs early and late
hing
mouths of creeks. Catfis
near
good. Crappie biting fair
at
Dennison Island. Water level
if
ideal 357 feet. Outlook good
lake clears.

Reelfoot Lake-- Water condition fair. Bream and crappie biting fair. Bass fishing poor.
fishing
Dale Hollow — Bass
35
generally- good while trolling
to 40 feet deep. Four bass averaging six pounds each reported
taken by one party. Bream fishing good on natural bait.
Center Hill— Last week-end
results best since opening of lake.
Bass very good and limit catches
reported on both casting and
trolling. Bream fishing very good.

WINES

ICED

WHISKEY
GIN
B.UM

This business of certain "I do's"
covers a lot of territory. Take that
ATOR
pertinent section about "in sickness
EXPERIENCED OPER
or in health". With my mouth wide
open and a dentist peering down.
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
ward, it occurred to me that one
"I doer" in the Stuart householdg
must be getting weary of writin
checks to our teeth expert.
n
Austi
W.
O.
Between "ahhs" and a few "ows"
C. R. Austin
. P. Austin
1 managed to ask the man at work
-1
1225-J
n,
Fulto
:
Night Phone
why the dental profession hadn't
Day Phone: Cayce 17
come up with something to do away
s)
Track
10.
G.M.8
the
tOn
ROCK SPRINGS
with tooth decay and help out fam- Hickman, September 29.
Located North of Highway 94
Fulton
ily budgets—to say nothing of achThe following committees were
Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.
"Buck Bushart"
Depot Street
ing molars.
nted for Annual Day.
Moore
e
appoi
Pressi
Mrs.
and
Mr.
drill
r,
"You can stop bitin! the
Program: Mrs. V.Tilson Heple
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
now," says he, "I'm finished. You
n, Mrs. Park
must be pay. Mrs. J. C. Lawso
Tom Gaskius of Arkansas wen.
just
Wheeler.
-"NM chic. I was
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Real Pit Barbecue
going to tell
Decoration: Mrs. Billy McGhee Leamon Elliott.
Steaks
you about a Mrs. Guy Hale III, Mrs. Barnett
Rev. Joe Wilson and Mrs. Wildiscovery that Rice.
Fried Chicken
were Sunday guests of Mr.
may be an an.
Claude Mid- son
Mrs.
ation:
Regist
yout
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and
to
and
swer
Ham
ry
Count
tion. dleton, Mrs. Cecil Shaw.
ques
y.
famil
the
following
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Immediately
There's a new
Martha Copelen spent Monday
leaders met
y
that
count
aste
the
toothp
l
counci
Catfish
afternoon with Joyce Hardison.
ENTION
looks like the most promising ap- •to make plans for giving reports
Mrs. Ella Veatch; Mrs. Nora
COMMAND ATT
tooth
of
tion
proach to the preven
Annual Day.
en, Martha and Marie CopeCopel
founcL
leadyet
and
decay
OM-THE
The following officers
len visited Mrs. Nina Moore and
He proceeded to explain that only
A FRESH-FR
H
WIT
t.
presen
were
afers
day
pre.
Thurs
ist
w
a
scient
Belle
ago
Ina
Miss
a month or so
Mrs.
Bennett 100 percent:
aented a report before the Inter.
ternoon.
Hugh Fly, Owner
CLEANER'S LOOK!
ation for Dental Re- James Clay Hinkley, Mrs. M. M.
Associ
al
nation
ess in
Mrs. Ruby Hardison and Rachel
y
HI-wa
City
s
result
Union
tic
and
drama
unmistakeable freshn
nd,
search on the
Junction West State Line
Mildlock, Mrs. William Holla
visited Mrs. Leo Moore, who is
You'll have an
achieved with a new t,00thpaste Mrs. Smith Brown, Mrs. H. C.
are weti
a patient in the Fulton Hospital
your clothes
WE HAVE PLENTY OF
containing chlorophyll. Checking on
rance wnen
Home Manage- Thursday afternoon.
appea
y
Count
was
I
Sams.
try
chemis
my high school
Austin,
PARKING SPACE
PARISIAN assure
Mrs.
Annie Beard,
Mrs.
assured that chlorophyll was the ment leader: Mrs. Wales
d. Let
cleaned and presse
,wonder-working substance that substitute for Mrs. Curtis Han- Ruth Veatch and Brenda visited
e.
DERBY ROOM
cleaning servic
gives grass and other green plants cock, County Crafts. leader.
Mrs. Ophelia Purcell Tuesday.
PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE
you of the finest
their color and upon which all liv- Mrs. H. G. Butler.
Mrs. Pat
d
visite
Byrd
Edd
Mrs.
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS
is
ing things depend. Chloresium
Sylvan Shade 100 percent: Mrs. Snol.v Friday afternoon.
the name given to the natural green
Shuff.
ill.
Herchel Elliott
paste and, sifting out the scientific John Rose, Mrs. Issacc
with
Mr. and Mrs. Elrnoore Copelen
jargon, it does thIee main iobs
Mrs. Lennord Shuff, Mrs. Clyde
it
First,
day.
a
ngs
only two brushi
and girls spent Sunday in
Linder, county secretary.
lowers the acid bacteria count in
percent: Mrs. Crutchfield with Mrs. Georgia
100
Creek
Rush
than
the mouth more effectively
Atwill, Mrs. Harvey Bon- Moore.
You Are Cordially Incited To Visit
any other known substance. Second, Lewis
Wagster, Mrs.
Mrs. Nora Copelen visited Mrs.
it also acts to prevent breakdown durant, Mrs. O. L.
Jenny Putty Sunday.
of protein parts of tooth enamel. Bill Harrison.
Ethel Moore spent Sunday
The third and most quickly apparWestern 100 percent of new ofent achievement of the green paste ficers: Mrs. Paul Clack, Mrs. with Marshal and Johnnie Moore.
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The Advisory Council convened at 1 o'clock with Mrs. Roy D.
Taylor, county president presiOing.
Mrs. Clyde Corum, county reading chairman presented goals for
the coming year recommended
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DO YOU NEED
MOTOR REBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
MOTOR TUNE-UP?

W. T. INGRUM, Water Valley, Ky., Route I
RAY MOSS, Fulton, Ky.
C. M. HORNSBY and SON, Hickman, Ky.

WILSON'S GARAGE
do it for you.
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Phone 332-J

Fulton, KY.
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JoeA" Johnson HHICo
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•

THREE AND ONE-HALF MILE WEST OF
4,.HIGHWAY 94, NEAR H. P. CLACK STORE
,

28 HEAD OF THE BEST
We
offer at Pti;;Iic Auction:
RY COWS. These cows give
PUltE. i3i4ED HOLSTEIN DAI
.,zhen they are fresh. Their
from six to fen gallons of milk a day
ages run from three to six years old. Thema C:.'ws will be fresh
from three to six weeks from this date. These cOwi 'if' all bred
to a REGISTERED HOLSTEIN MALE which will also ip.7
sold at Auction. THESE COWS ARE THE BEST HERD OF
DAIRY COWS THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED FOR
all
AUCTION IN THIS TRADE AREA. These cows are
healthy and large cows.

These cows are being sold on account of Mr. Johnson's With.
We will also offer for sale one Delaval milking machine, four
to six units, 36 milk cans
One No. 101, one row John Deere corn picker.

—Let--

I FAMILY, NOW
JOIN THE HAPPY MAU
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GORDON SOMOkS 1:11:4 BUIS
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knenddy Service
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COLEMAN SERV STA

SEEDS FOR FALL SOWINOI

Bar B-Q

SPRAYS

FIELD SEEDS

DI"

yotrit CORN

c(

BENNETT ELECTRIC

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

HANNA'S':PANS GRIND AND MIX

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
icroceries—

A KNOCKOUT!
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01411 FORMULA FEEDS
Market Laying ;lash __
_
Grew.riny Menh• _
Poultry Suppkment
ific- Pork Maker _

- _ 1.40 Cwt,
1.15 Cwt.
_
_ 6.05 Cwt.
_ 6.40 Cwt.
_ 5.90 Cwt.
_ 2.95 Cwt.

_
34'7, Pork Maker
Horning Feed _
Mock Sell (56-1b..)

.55 Each
•

Fall Seeds and Fertilizer
Clover,
Athifa, Red Clcrver, Alsike, Sweet
, Vigo
Top
,
Red
cue
31
Fes
Certified Ladino, Ky.
im.Cr
ch,
Vet
,
,
Rye
,a.
he
Wheat, Fuhvin Oats, Bal
sin& Ciciver.
_37.00 Ton
2-124 Fertilizer _ _ _
_ _ 39.00 Ton
042-12 Fertilizer _ _
- _ 49.75 Ton
3-184 Fertilizer _ _ _
_ _79.00 Ton
Ammonium Nib ate
_ _ 65.06 Ton
Nitro& of Sada _

.ag — Oil
Realms — Paints — Fancia
Grease — Tires — Electxic Appliances

SOUTHERN STATES
FULT011 COOPERATIVE
Prlepn

Phone 319

Down
As $18
ieritS
As LittleWtc»
ly Pa;cn
Small

r":

G: 'AKE FOILFIMRE-PACKED
NOTie011iT RAKGE!

Get World-Famous Calrod
442 Lake Street

Phone 237

LENNOXES
GIL AND COAL FURNAC

_ _ 57.00 Ton

10 • Phosphate

Main st

MRS. HUDDLESTON
TO TOUR WESTERN
UNITED STATES
left
Mrs. Bailey Huddleston
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p for a
where she joined a grou
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western tour of the coun
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Seatle, Washington, VanLouise.
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-ack Snow of Lexingto
compli- $14 IC kikiktoo.
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_
In West Kentucky
Most Complete Reek

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
ard

laced
Downspouts Repaired or Rep

Ir-r Prompt Servi7e Phone 502

SMALLMAN 11N SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
knd Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
new
on the market. It's a brand
e
Rang
ric
Elect
c
mati
Auto
1949
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
home. Look at all the great
int!
feantres you get with Hotpo

1100ii a6-31

• Fast-storting Calrod* Units*

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiler!

Those big sav:ngs
you've wanted ars
HERE! Come In now—
see HotpaInt's 1949'
kitchen and HomeLaundry Applio.cos•

on,
• 1-piece body, all-steel constructi
!
• Deepwell Cookor• Cooking Chart
• Oven Rock Guide & Broiler Measurel
!.
• Acid-resisting top, porcelain finish

BENNETT ELECTRIC
1540 — 217 Main, Pi,one 201
2 Stores:— 324 Walnut, Phone

temper z, 1U4V

giNg
OSB

OIN
T
$202
,itma
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Terrific News for Bargain Hunters!
Starts Next Thursday Evening, Sept. 8th

DAILY AUCTION SALE
OF ALL REMAINING STOCK

Each Evening at 7:30 P. M.(Af,:tsnat;v:;.
Charles W.Burrow, Auctioneer
goons EA-411
""'"
Z0f4E
drinks!
iced
. —
SPIED FRIEZES
frosty desserts!
-OUT ICI CUEESII
SHELF SPACE
salads! _ritTr
THilt GRIAT HOTFIATUNIS

ETT ELECTRIC
ain

STORE HOURS NEXT WEEK:

All Sales
Cash and Final

Mon.-Tues.-Wed:8: a.m. to 6: p.m
Thursday 8: a.m. to noon; 7: p.m.
till 7 ?
Friday, and each day thereafter:
open at noon for private sales and
remain open until the end of the
evening auction;closed mornings
after Thursday.

No Returns

No Refunds

No Exchanges

Phone 201
Here is your opportunity, folks! Now you will be able to
BUY AT YOUR OWN PRICE. Just MAKE US AN Or k tat
with the cash money and our remaining stock of merchandise
will go to the highest bidder. THOUSANDS of useful items for
the kitchen, the house, the workshop, the yard are left. Don't
miss this wonderful opportunity.
Come in this week and select from our stocks BEFORE
the auction starts, at our current huge reductions, if you wish.
We will be cpen this weekend the first three days of next week
at our regular hours, for individual sales. COME IN NOW
AND Browse Around!

4..;

. e't _
,ato L1
-

EVERY DEPARTMENT INCLUDED!
EVERYTHING GOES!
NOTHING RESERVED OR HELD BACK!
Kitchenware

Household Appliances, All Kinds

Kitchen Cabinets

Living Room Furniture

Electric Light Fixtures

Bedroom Suites and Furniture

Fluorescent Light Fixtures

Paints, Enamels, Brushes and Supplies

Coffee And Occasional Tables

Dining Room Suites and Furniture
Poultry and Hog Needs

Dishes, Glassware, Tableware
Heating and Cooking Stoves
Throw Rugs

Popular Records and Albums

WHY WAIT!

those Isig sav:ngs
rou've wanted or*
LIEREI Come in now—
lee Hotpoint's 1949
titchen and Homo.aundry Appila..ces•

ERIC

Table Radios and Combinations

Hardware; Farm and Garden Tools

Record Players

Baby Furniture

fULTON gliarillCiflifiNITUPst co.
S19-323 WALNUT ST ••• Sitirce,Seraweitr . 9*.git ••• FULTON,KY

Phone 201
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yond nine o'clock when the reporter saw them and there was
Terry going strong and Pearlee
Moral:
dragging the midway.
Never understimate the energy
' ! of a two-year old. We know.

Dukedom Community were held !
Monday afternoon at Old Bethel I 'Primitive Baptist Church with
in
Maukhmer
Elder Russell
Funeral services for Mrs. L. P.. charge of the service.
She had been ill about a month.
Bennett, beloved resident of the
Mrs. Bennett was the daughter of the late Bud and Betty
Hill Roberts Williams. She was
a member of the Old Bethel
Church.

Mrs. Bennett Buried
On Monday Afternoon

picture
['Our rooms

She le.aves her husband, her
Mrs. Augusta
mother-in-law,
Bennett, with whom she made
her home; three brothers, Ernest Williams of Water Valley,
Route 2, Arthur Williams of Detroit, MIA., and Ballard Williams of Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs; Rob Carr of Wingo, Route
2, and Mrs. A. C. McClain.

PAPERED WITH
THESE PATTERNS

SOURIERN STATES
HEAR ACTIVITIES
Southern States members in
this area. meeting at Fulton on
August 18, heard reports on
their cooperative's services for
the 1948-49 year, chose members
to the local Board of Directors
anti Farm Home Advisory Committee, and considered plans and
programs for the coming year.
The meeting. attended by 32, was
sponsored jointly by Southern
States Cooperative and Southern
States Fulton Cooperative, locally owned affiliate.

THEY'RE
fair-priCed
ft

Friday, September 2, 1949
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guaranteed

UK GRADUATES 750
DISABLED VETS

George O'Hanton is star of the
situation comedy over WLW-NISC
Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m., EST, finding himself involved witb hilarious and entangling situations cis
the "Me And Janie" program.

Newsprints—
(continue from

Page ono/

printed before it was played) the
Fulton Railroaders may still
have a chance to embark on a
winning spree and come out on
top of the three-way scramble
for fourth place and a crack at
the play-off money.
Tonight's game will be here in
the home park. against Clarks
Sunday
ville: Saturday and
brings up the first pf a supercritical series with Union City in
a battle for the position . . and
the games will be played at
Union City-.
Monday's Labor Day doubleheader here in Fairfield Park
will jerk down the curtain on
the season, and could provide a
thriller. Keep
your fingers
crossed.

Members of the cooperative
throughout the six-state territory
put through their organization
nearly $120.000,000 worth of purchasing and marketing service
during 1948-49, the largest volume in the organization's 26year history. This figure is an
estimate. based on the record for
the first 11 months of the year
which was presented at the meeting. Net savings exclusive of savWe have often wished that
ings of local affiliates were approximately $1,800,000. The co- something would be done about
operative now has a net worth removing placards after the elecof $18,800,000. J. D. Tolbert gave tions are over. For months and
the report on 1948-49 operations. months they will remain tacked
Elected to the Advisory Board all over telephone poles in the
were Charles E. Wright, Fulton, residential areas of the City, proCharles M. Moon, Fulton, Robert viding a worthless and unsightly
Holland. Fulton, Homer Weather- lot.
spoon, Fulton, I. W. Hammond,
It doesn't require much looking
Cayce, Roy D. Taylor, Crutch- to find old placards advertising
field. and Lucian H. Isbell, elections a year back or longer.
Hickman. Named to the local
Now we love to print 'em, and
Farm Home Advisory Committee ; all that, but they have their place
were Mrs. M. C. Moon, Fulton, in other strategic locations beMrs W. P. McClanahan, Fulton, sides city residential districts.
Mrs. Reginald Williamson, Fulton, Mrs. Charles Adams, HickThe other night at the Carniv.0
man, Mrs. Robert Brasfield, Hick- 1 News reporter saw Fulton's
man, and Mrs. O. G. Howell, most attractive
grandmother,
Crutchfield.
Homer Weather- Pearlee McClellan looking a litspoon of Fulton was chosen to tle worn as she viewed the sights
'represent the community at the at the show. On being queried
Southern States annual meeting as to her dilemma she revealed
and 18 with Roy D. Taylor of that she had brought along Betin Richmond next November 17 ty Lou's little daughter, Terry
Crutchfield as
an
alternate. just to enjoy the show until the
Charles E. Wright of Fulton will baby got sleepy. It was way berepresent the community at an ;
elec''on to select '' 's district's 1
membe- on the Sc- Board of
Direct--; at Louisv:le on October 7.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Man" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be
read in all Christian Science
churches throughout the world
on Sunday, September 4, 1949.
The Golden Text is: "There is
a spirit in men: and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them
understanding." (Job 32:8).
Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"And call no man your father
upon the earth: for one is your
Father, which is in heaven."
(Matt. 23:9).

Among the 1,803 students graduated by the University of Kentucky this year were approxi.mately 150 disabled veterans who
during World War II received
battle injhries or other service2
connected disabilities. Though
the percentage of disability of
Forrest fires have been known
these graduates varied from 10
to 100 per cent, a survey of their to overtake running deer and
courses of study and objectives men on horseback.
shows little if any difference
from those of the non-disabled
veterans attending the university. According to Maurice Jackson, veterans' training officer at
U.K.. practically all the graduates
now are employed in the type of
job for which they trained. Many
are continuing their training as
graduate students, he said.

PURCELL SERVICES
HELD WEDNESDAY
Funeral services of J. A. Purcell, retired Illino_is Central Railroad foreman were held from the
Catholic Church on Wednesday
morning with Rev. D. R. Thomas, pastor of the church conducting the services.

Mr. Purcell leaves his wife,
Mrs. Ella Beatty Purcell; three
brothers, S. T. Purcell, I. C. dispatcher at Paducah, C. G. Purcell of Clarkston, Ky., K. C. Purcell of Benton, Texas; a sister
Mrs. Kate Patterson of Louisville;
Mr. Purcell, 73, had been ill several nephews and nieces; and
for more than two years, an ill- a sister-in-law, Mrs. W. H. Purness which he bore with Chris- cell of Fulton.
tian fortitude.
He was born in Grayson County, Ky., May 7, 1871, the son of
S. J. and Mary Mullins Purcell.
He moved to Fulton in 1916 and
had lived here most of the time

)!

Mrs. Joe K. McInnis who has
been the house guest of Mrs. W.
R. Craddock in Water Valley returned home Friday in Hattisburg, Miss.

AGRA
FALL )
WALKS IN

Under forest management, it is
possible to take a harvest from
the woods and still leave a growing forest.

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: One baby bed and
stroller in good condition. reasonably priced. Inquire at the
News offiee. Fulton.

Daring little shoes with an eye for fashion,

AUTO GLASS installed Fulton
Paint and Glass Co.,
210
Church.

a thought for comfort and a tendeo care
tor your Fall wardrobe budget.

Volume Eigh

iteeigd-;

-

TYPEWRITERS
Misses Betty B
Betty Lou Owen an
Willey left Tuesi
for Memphis where
tend Office Trainir
that city.

THREE LEAVE FC
Mr. Donald Whit(
Miss Jane Agnew c
and Joe B. Wall o
Sunday for Goo<
where they
e
Janior College on S

CAYCE REVIVAL
IN PROGRESS
The Assembly of
at Cayce started on
with services each
7:45 p.m. The revi,
through September
pastor, Rev. C. E.
the preaching. Rev.
each and everyone
fashioned reviN11.

FOR SALE: Nice, gentle, 5-gaited saddle horse, $50. Norman
Terry, Phone 736-J.

MISSION REVIVAL
STARTS SUNDAY
A revival will be
teMber 11 at the Sti
sion with services c
at 7:30 13-m. Rev. H
of Mlan, Tenn. will d
ing and ftev. Earl Ba
the pastor, invites t
attend each service.

FOR SALE: Certified Ky. 31 Fescue, $70 per 100 lbs. Netti-intin
Terry, Phone 736-J.

BARBARA HOMRA
OFF TO SCHOOL;
FAREWEll e c'es,e.1

FOR REN1f: New store building
on Commercial avenue; 24 feet
wide, 85 feet deep. Willing to
install front to suit tenant. See
ROBERT GRAHAM, Fulton.

A. Homra entertair
coke party Wednesc
the home of Mrs. Fre
Norman street, co
Miss Barbara Hom
losving Monday nig
denwood College in
Mo.
Refreshments of c
wiches, canapes am
licacies were served
from a beautifully de
ing table overlaid ,
cloth and centered
rangement of Fall fl
candles.
Games of bridge-,
enjoyed during the e
Missei Shirley Houstc
tha Sisson winning
The honoree was als
with a gift.
The guest list inch
Houston. Sisson, Jo
lyn Rudd, Norma Pl
ma Ruth Cavender, J
and the honoree.

71!

QUALITY APPLES FOR SALE,
Paducah, Fall Beauty and Jonathan; other varieties later
and through the season. Letcher A. Watkins, Crutchfield,
Ky.

INSTRUCTION: Practical Nursing Graduates in demand. Use'
spare time at home to get this
practical training. Welcomed
by doctors. Many begin earning while learning. High school
unnecessary. Get complete information—no obligation.
Wayne @chool of
Practical
Nursing; Box 110 e-o The Nev,-s

You II love them(

Smoky Suede Leather
In Grey or-Black
$8.95

Bewitching Black Suede

$7.95
-

FOR SALE: International Oil
Stove with tanks. Call 320 or
92.

Winner in the Farm Grown Hat
contest, conducted as an entertainment feature for the meeting was Mrs. Charles E. Wright
of Fulton.
Following the meeting, the
Board
o f Directors elected
Charles E. Adams of Hickman
as president for the coming year.
A cord of seasoned wood will
give a smuch heat as a ton of
coal, and leave about one-quarter
the amount of ashes.

The Pre
Reading ]
Ken-Tenn

since then. He was married December 20, 1904.
Before his retirement, he had
worked for the I. C. for 31 years
and five months.

Luxurious Black Suede,
Soft as a Kitten

This Warm, Soft Suede
In Brown and Black

$8.95

$7.95

come in today for your
child's school shoes!

Mr. Hughes
REPRESENTING
Classic Comfort
In Soft, Black Suede.

$8.95

WILL BE AT OUR STORE

You'll adore this new button
Look In Brown Soft Kid
Or Black Soft Suede

$7.95

Monday
Sept. 5th
TO CONDUCT OUR-

SEMI-ANNUAL

TAILORINCifI DISPLAY

C1F1URCH PICNIC
ENJOYED SUNDAY
IN WATER VALLEY
A Sunday School
Missouri came to thc
Mr. and Mrs. Issac
er Valley for a picnic
4.
There were three mi
three quartettes in t
Rev. Paul Prissen cot
tend because of illn<
home. They enjoyed p
ice, singing and Bible
Rev. Lester Hislip.
Those who attended
and Mrs. Dillen and f
and Mrs. Sammie Pre
and Mrs. Banks, Mr.
Charles Melton and Mi
Sam Dillen of Clinto:
nice time was reporte<

MRS LUTHER
HONORS BRIDGE
CLUB WEDNESDAY
Mrs. Monroe Luther
ess to her Wednesday
bridge club at her hor
dar street.
Two tables of mem
joyed games of contrac
conclusion of the gan
James Warren was aw
high score prize.
The hostess served a s
to Mesdames Warren,
neave, Robert Burrow
Varden, Robert Graha
Wiggins, and E. L. Co<

OF

CUSTOM CLOTHES
MADE TO YOUR MEASURE
More than 300 fine woolens, many in full pieces, will
be on display. Your selection will be custom tailored
to.your own individual measurements in any authentic
style.
Custom clothts tailored by Ed. V. Price
& Co. are noted for correct style, propet
fit, suparior fabrics, and fine workmanship,
rlIre

rn to core

your child gets from
Poll-Parroes actual PreTesting by hardialaying
boys and girls!

Smoky Black Suede
And Red Kid Leather
MINIOCUIVITS AT
att VIM PINTS

441.13111111111111141
IIICIII1

114 111101VIII

Every model pre-tested for wear, fip fit, for style

$6.95

OM « ewe

Another of Our GaiPatterns
In Suede or Soft Kid.
$6.951I-

the ineko. papas of CHARM. COSMOPOLITAN. REDROOK. TODAY'S R014411

... no obligation.

CAITER-RKE CLOTHING CO.
296 Main St

See Me &Refits

ROBERTS STORE
L AKE STREET

Fi I,TON

ROBERTS STORE
422 lake Street

Fulton

ATTEND BUFFET
SUPPER SUNDAY
IN PADUCAH
Mr. and Mrs. Geor
and Mrs. John Price a
buffet supper Sunday
Paducah at the home
Williams, Grand Wore
of the Order of Easterr
The supper was giver
Worthy Matrons and
Patrons of 0.E.S. in thi

RUMMAGE SALE SA'
The One and All Clu
ton is having a rummag
Saturday September 11
ning at 8 o'clock and
throughout the entire d
sale will be located
Hardware store.

